
 
Lesson 1 
Grade Kindergarten  Subject Social Studies Goes with Pages: _____ 

Topic: Geography, Land, Water, and Animals on a Map 

What Your Student is Learning: Recognizing land and water on a map, sorting land animals 
and water animals.  

Background and Context for Parents: In Kindergarten, your child is introduced to basic 
geography skills, such as reading and creating maps. In this lesson your child will observe a 
map, and point out where the bodies of water are on the map, they will also identify animals 
that live in water, and animals that live on land.  

Ways to support your student:  
 
You can introduce your child to different bodies of water by having them point out “Oceans, 
Rivers, Lakes, and Bays on the “Bodies of Water” handout and/or by showing them the  real 
life images of the River, Lake and Ocean  in the resource document.  
Sample discussion questions: What color is water? Blue 
What bodies of water are near Philadelphia? Schuylkill River, Delaware River, Atlantic Ocean 
 
Ask your child to identify the body of water on the “Blank Duck Lake” map.  
Engage your child in a discussion about the type of body of water they notice on the  “Duck 
Lake” map (Lake), and ask them about the animals that live in Lakes 
What animals live in water? Fishies, Ducks, Frogs 
 
Transition to a discussion about the land surrounding the Lake and the types of animals that 
live on land 
What animals live on land? Dogs, cats, squirrels, birds, bears, deer 
 
 
Animal sorting activity : Have your child cut out animals from the “animal cutout” sheet and 
place them on the “animal sorting” worksheet. 
 
Coloring map and sorting animals activity : Have your child color the “Animals on the Map” 
worksheet and place the animals either on land or on the lake based on their earlier sorting 
activities/discussions.  
 
Based on the maps that your child creates, practice positional language to build 
students’ spatial skills. Ask: Which animals are near the lake? Which animals are 
across the road? Which animals are furthest from the lake?  

Online Resources for Students: 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/land-water-and-animals-map/  
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/c4626527-3dbf-46b1-8248-3af1448ac569/clubho
use-theme-what-are-maps-kids-clubhouse-adventures/  
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Cut out the animal shapes below. Use them to complete the Sort the 
Animals worksheet.

✁
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Cut out the shapes from the worksheet Animal Cutouts. Look at the map of 
Duck Lake to see where the animals live. Glue them to the chart under land 
animals or water animals.

  Land Animals                Water Animals

www.natgeoed.org
www.natgeoed.org
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Color the land green. Color the water blue.

Cut out the animals below the map.

Paste them on land or water to show where they live. 

✁

www.natgeoed.org


 
 
Lesson 2 
Grade Kindergarten  Subject Social Studies Goes with Pages: _____ 

Topic: Identify familiar places found in the neighborhood 

What Your Student is Learning: Students will engage in conversation about the key places in 
their community in preparation to construct a map of that community.  

Background and Context for Parents: your child is continuing to work on geography skills by 
sharing important places in their community and working with you to plot the places within a 
few blocks of the home. Those places should include school, playground, library, 
supermarket, local shops etc. One of the purposes is to have your student understand the 
purposes of the places in their everyday life.  

Ways to support your student:  
(questions to ask, responses to look for, representations they should use, etc…) 
What are some of the places in the neighborhood that we/you visit frequently? 
Draw pictures of the places that we/you visit frequently. 
Why do we/you visit these places frequently? (discuss with them the benefits of having these 
places in their community) 
 
Show your child one or both of the “Neighborhood Maps,” ask them to point out the locations 
that seem important, discuss what those locations are/represent. Compare the important 
locations to the locations that your child shared earlier from their community. 
  
  
 

Online Resources for Students: 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/maps/maps-and-models/?utm_source=BibblioRCM_Row  
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/c4626527-3dbf-46b1-8248-3af1448ac569/clubho
use-theme-what-are-maps-kids-clubhouse-adventures/  
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Lesson 3 
Grade Kindergarten  Subject Social Studies Goes with Pages: _____ 

Topic: Map Construction 

What Your Student is Learning: Construct models and maps to describe real places 
 

Background and Context for Parents: 
After engaging with maps for multiple lessons, your child will be tasked with creating their own 
map of Hunting Park. The first step will be to teach your child the cardinal direction by pointing 
out the north, south, east, and west direction signs on each of the maps that they’ve engaged 
with in earlier lessons.  

Ways to support your student:  
 
Show them some of the maps from previous lessons to highlight the cardinal directions on 
those maps. Help your child determine the cardinal directions in your home, explain to them 
that the cardinal directions indicate the location of places on a map and that the cardinal 
directions should be used on the map that you create.  
 
 
(questions to ask, responses to look for, representations they should use, etc…) 
What do you think the arrows on the map represent? North, South, East, West 
 
Which direction is north in our house? Make sure that they don’t point up to the sky, though it 
is always up on a paper map. 
Which direction is south in our house? Opposite of north, down on a paper map  
Which direction is east in our house? Sun rises in the east 
Which direction is west in our house? Opposite of east 
 
Work with your child to create a map of  Hunting Park 
Give them, blank paper, crayons/marker and guide them through the mapping of Hunting 
Park. Remind them to include the cardinal directions.  
 
  
 

Online Resources for Students: 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/mapping-classroom/  
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/places-park/  
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/explore-cardinal-directions/  
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/c4626527-3dbf-46b1-8248-3af1448ac569/clubho
use-theme-what-are-maps-kids-clubhouse-adventures/  
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Lesson 4 
Grade Kindergarten  Subject Social Studies Goes with Pages: _____ 

Topic: Living Things and The Importance of Water  

What Your Student is Learning: How important water is to their lives and the lives of other 
living things.  

Background and Context for Parents: Your child should come away from this lesson 
understanding that water is an essential part of life for all living organisms (animals, and 
plants).  

Ways to support your student:  
(questions to ask, responses to look for, representations they should use, etc…) 

    
Ask your child:  
What happens when you forget to drink water? What would happen to fish in an aquarium if 
you took out all of the water? What would happen if you forgot to water your plants?

 
Discuss the difference between a desert and a rainforest and how water affects what can live 
in each habitat. Compare the types of plants and animals that live in a desert and rainforest. 
Could they switch places (e.g., could a cactus live in a rainforest or an orchid live in the 
desert)?  

Desert Rainforest Images : Show students pictures of a desert, tropical rain forest, and 
ocean. Explain how the plants and animals live in different conditions (dry, wet). Explain that 
there are fewer plants because most plants need more water than deserts can provide, 
contrast with the rainforest picture which has tall trees and many flowers, as they thrive on the 
abundance of water.  

How do we use water everyday?  
Brainstorm: Ask children how they use water everyday. They may include water activities. 
Use handout provided with pictures of children using water.  
Some examples include: drinking, bathing, brushing teeth, swimming, cooking, blowing 
bubbles, painting with watercolors, having pet fish.  

Handout: Give students the handout showing  kids doing water activities. Discuss each 
activity.  

Activity idea: Using watercolors, have students paint a picture of their favorite water activity. 

Online Resources for Students: 
https://www.eugene-or.gov/DocumentCenter/View/14021/Kindergarten-Unit?bidId=  
https://www.dsrsd.com/home/showdocument?id=2096  
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Trees in a Rainforest 

Orchids in the Amazon Rainforest 
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Lesson 5 
Grade ______  Subject___________ Goes with Pages: _____ 

Topic: Conserving natural resources 

What Your Student is Learning: What are natural resources? How can we protect natural 
resources? 

Background and Context for Parents: As a follow up to the lesson on water, students will dig 
deeper into the importance of nature’s resources on our survival as living organims. Your child 
should also discuss will also discuss how they can work  

Ways to support your student:  
(questions to ask, responses to look for, representations they should use, etc…) 
 
Questions to ask:  
What do we need to survive on this planet? Water, air, shelter, clothes 
Where do we get the things we need to survive? 
What would happen if the things we need to survive are no longer available? 
 
Watch the youtube video “Cartoon for Kids‼  Natural resources. Science for Children”  with 
your child. 
 
Engage them in discussion about the content in the video, ask them:  
What are natural resources? Could have students draw images that represent the various 
natural resources mentioned in the video, ie., water, air, soil, trees, animals, plants 
Why are natural resources so important? Because they provide the necessities for human life, 
food, water, oxygen, clothing etc.  
 
What does conserve mean?  
What can we do to conserve natural resources? 
 
Activity: Prepare a 30 second speech expressing your commitment to conserve water 
 

Online Resources for Students: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7qPJT6V6uM  
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